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ABOUT THE BOOK 

GEMS OF BIOCHEMIC MATERIA MEDICA 
 

There are many books available on Biochemic Materia Medica, 
as Biochemic Materia Medica is the language of the common man. 
This is an authentic, brilliant and compact, comprehensive book 
on Biochemic Materia Medica. This clinically oriented book is 
meant for undergraduate and Post graduate medical students and 
practitioners. Biochemic Materia Medica is a difficult and tedious 
subject to learn. It can only be understood but not memorised. The 
author has made every possible attempt to present the individu-
alistic features of every drug to make the study interesting, 
enjoyable and within easy grasp. This is the only text book of 
Biochemic Materia Medica which contains the basic concepts of 
Biochemic Materia Medica like :- 

1. Theory of Biochemic Materia Medica 

2. Preparation of Biochemic Medicines 

3. Difference between biochemic & Homoeopathic system of 
medicine 

4. Cellulo pathological concept of Miasms 

5. Mineral groups and Individual Medicines 

6. Biochemic Combinations 

Every drug is explained with physiopathological changes. 
Important symptoms, both general & particular have been 
presented systematically using simple language. 
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The author's lucid, distinctive style and graphic presentation of 
the drugs based on his long teaching experience has made this 
publication extremely useful and valuable to the readers. All 
information is up-to-date and includes general topics useful to 
understand Biochemic Materia Medica. 
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